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Part 1 (15 minutes)

Maximum points - 10

Listening

1. Charles's swimming pool is completely ready. 3
2. Charles swam that morning 

A?

3. The swimming pool is.iust fifteen fbet long' $
4. Charles is satisfred with the swimming pool's size. A
5. Charles's fiiend thinks that his swimming pool is not big enough lbr proper exercise. fi
6. Charles learned how to swim a f'ew weeks befbre' (

7. Charles's friend wants to dive in his swimmingp""l' C/
8. The swimming pool is eighteen feet deeR. $

9. Charles's swimming party will take place if it's warm enough' B

10. Charles's wants his friend to attend the swimming party' ft
u''/ Parr2 (40 minutes)

Maximum points - 30

Reading

ead the assase below and answer questions 1-15

HYPNOSIS COMES OF AGE

It" looks as though hypnosis, once thought of as something to be done on stage by a magician - and even

considered until fairly recently by many doctors as medically useless - has finally come into its own.

Research into the subject of hypnosis has revealed a great deal of interesting, sometimes exciting, and

often startling information about the uses and value of hypnotism. Cllinical hypnotists (qualifred

doctors who have been specially trainecl in the techniques of hypnosis - it is important to note that

hypnotism is so powerful that it can be very dangerous when used by unqualilied people) are using this

For items 1-10 listen to a dialogue and decide whether the statements 1-10 are TRUE according to

the text you hear (A), or FAI,SE (B), or the information on the statement is NOT STATED in the

text (C). You will hear the text twice.
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Questions 8-15

Choose option A, B, C which best fits according to the text. Circle the correct letter in boxes 8*15
on your answer sheet.

8. The brain-wave patterns of.subjects in a state of hypnosis are similar to those of people who are ... .

A. in the middle of a good night's sleep
B. very upset about something

y,{. under deep anesthesia

9. It is a medical fact that subjects who are in deep hypnosis ... than usual.

7'A. feel less pain
B. are more sensitive to pain
C. think they are being hurt more

10. Auto-hypnosis could be an ideal solution to ... .

y'A. mental illnesses
B. physical disorders
C. long periods of traveling time

1 L A person who is regressed under hypnosis ... .

A, is made temporarily less intelligent
B. is taught to forget unpleasant things that have hpppeng{.

dC. wrll recall things that he normally wouldn't remember

12. There is scientific evidence which indicates the remarks made in surgery while the patient is under
anesthesia .. . .

-A. cannot be heard by the patient
,r/V. 

^ay 
prevent the patient from recovering

C. may cause the surgeon to make mistakes

13. Hypnosis is very well suited to ... .

g n. intemational spying
B. the average classroom
C. committei meetings

14.. One of the most fascinating but dangerous uses of hypnosis is in

A. submarine exploration
y,tB. military intelligence

C. childbirth

15. The author believes that in future hypnosis will become

A. less popular

er$
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lancient history

Part 3 (35 minutes)
Maximum points - 20

Use of Enslish

PET LOVERS

The dog is no longer top of the pet world. He is now (1) in British homes by the cat. After
years of steady (2) , the dog (3) reached a peak of 7 million in 1993. Since then
the (4) of does has declined and there has been a slow (5) in numbers.
Meanwhile the number of cats has crept up almost (6) . The reason is one of economics. A
cat is a much more (7) and less demanding pet fbr couples who are out at work all day. If
you have to be a dog, it pays to be a faithful one. You could become seriously wealthy. Last week, a dog

called Whisp found herself richer by f50,000 on the (8) of her master. John Jones. It was Mr
Jones'(9) that the money should be used 'to find a (10) home with a person

who will love and care for my dog Whisp for the rest of her life'

Task 2.

Questions ll-20

Example: 0. The pool isn't deep enough to swim in,
too

The pool . swim in.
A. is too deep to
B. is too shallow to

t'f

For items 1-10, read the text below. Fill in the blanks by choosing the word that fits best from the options

A B. C

I numbered unnumbered outnumbered V
2. growth V growlng grow

3. oooularitv populace population y'
n popularitv populace rrl po!ulqqg!
5. reduce V reduction reducing
6. noticeably noticed unnotlced L/
7. practicable oractical r./ oracticed
8. dyine death V dead

9. lntenslty lntense rntentlon i/
10. suitable suitins suited u.,'.

For items ll-20, choose the right answer A, B or C to complete the second sentence using the word
given, so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence.



I
not too shallow to

boy said that he hadn't done anything wrong.11. The

denied

Theboy ,.:..... ....anythingwrong.

' A. denied having to do

fB. denied having done '
C. denied not doins

12. After seeing all the candidates they will announce their'decision.

once

They'll announce their decision .... .. all the candidates.
arA. once they have seen

B. when they see at once
C. having seen once

13. He talked to me for ages about his new girlfriend.

kept

He ... . ...... about his new girlfriend.

y A,kepI talking to me
B. kept to talk to me
C. kept me busy listening

14. It was reported that thousands of people

said

were affected by the rail strike.

Thousands of people by the rail strike,

A. said that they were affected
B. are said to have been affected

y'C. were said to be affected

15. The only exercise she does is jogging in the morning.

apart

She doesn't do any exercise . . ,, .. in the morning.
A. apart from to jog
B. apart for a jog

lK, apwt from jogging



ou should be in bed by now!

high

It's ... ......;. ... ... went to bed!

A. a high time you

'B. high time you
C. high necessity you

17. I'll only phone if there's aproblem.

hear

Don't expect to .... ... there is a problem.

/ ! hear from me unless- B. hear from me if
C. hear from me lest

18. I hope you haven't got the flu coming on.

down

I hope you are with'the flu.

A. not down
y'8. not coming down

C. coming down away

19. Basically, the only reason I did it was because I was bored,

out

I iust did it ... .. ;!

A. sooner than I had come

r/B. sooner had I come than
'nC. ,oon., than I came that

y' A. out of boredom
B. out of being bored
C. not to be bored out

20. As soon as I came, I regretted ever being there.

than

No ,.. ... I began to regret ever being there.

/q-



WRITING

Time: 20 minutes

Comment on the following statement.

Some people think that computer games qre better than life. What is your opinion? Do

you agree with this statement?

Write 100 -120 words.

Remember to
- make an introduction
- express your personal opinion and give reasons for your opinion

- make a conclusion.
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